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Seen&Heard Circuit Court
Opens Here
Around
On Monday
Murray

how he
d a man
Wd. Not

)
•.
1

In Our Seth Year

I

MSU Offers
Classes In
The Evening

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXIX No. 215

Chandler As Running
Mate For Wallace Is
Out-mu-On Rights Stand

Them times may have been
Circuit Court opened Monday
matched in history, but not to morning at nine o'clock with
Murray State University will
our knowledge.
Circuit Judge James Lassiter of
offer 58 evening and Saturday
Murray presiding.
morning classes during the fall
F Of all
things, a float put on by
Rev. Norman Culpepper, passemester, according to Dr. WilJerry Bowden, A. M. Finley, and Jim Adams
the "Poor People" appeared in tor of the Memorial Baptist
look plea,
liam G. Nash, vice president for
sane at the retirement dinner given for
Mr. Finley at the
the Banana Festival in Fultnn Church, led the opening prayer
academic affairs and dean of
Kenlake Hotel, Mr. Finley was honored on
last week. It was decorated The Grand Jury and the Petit
his retirement as
the faculties.
assistant manager of Jim Adams !GA,
local grocery firm.
with rags and a big sign on the Jury were empanelled by tt.a
Mr.
Finley has been with 1GA since 1964. Before
Saturday classes will meet
back of the float said "Yes, we court.
that time
he was in the restaurant business for •
for the first time Sept. 21 and
have no bananas". A large wonumber of years.
Members of the Grand Jury -lorry Bowden
and Jim Adams are partners In the
evening classes will begin durman sat complacently on the are Leroy Eldridge, foreman,
local IGA
stone.
ing the week of Sept. 23.
float,
Ada Sue Roberts, Mrs. Pat
Registration for students enThompson, Mrs. Bill Page, Mrs.
rolling in evening or Saturday
This type of thing takes tem- W. H. Wrye, Estelle McDougal,
classes is scheduled for Saturerity, total lack of pride, and Mrs, Otis MeNelis, Richard W.
VERSAILLES, Ky. (UPI) — certainly are, and they objectday, Sept. 14, in the ballroom
pure brass.
Farrell, Marelle Smith, Jean
Former Kentucky Gov. A. B. ed to having Chaniller on the
of the Waterfield Student UnBlankenship, W. H. Solomon,
Happy Chandler's civil rights ticket unless the Kentuckian
ion Building, beginning at 830
We hope that we never reach and Frank Ryan.
stand apparently has cost him would change his position."
the point where we will just
Funeral services for John R...1 a. m. Registration for other
The Grand Jury is scheduled
nomination as third party preChandler, 70, reportedly restudents will be held during the
come out flat footed with a te make their report when the
sidential candidate George C. fused. He had pointed out that
The Senior Citizens Club held Melugin, retired rural mail I
Sept.
16.
of
week
sign denoting that we are poor, Circuit Court reconvenes on its monthly potluck
Wallace's running mate.
during his tenure as baseball
luncheon carrier, were held this morn- i Dean Nash said all students
although at that time we might Thursday, September 12, at at the Community
The disclosure that Chandler commissioner the sport was inCenter on ing at ten o'clock at the Scotts must complete the regular adbe as poor as Job's turkey.
nine am.
has apparently lost his bid to tegrated and in 1955 he sent
Ellis Drive on Friday with Grove Baptist Church with Rev.
The first trial of the current Bryan Tolley, president, presid- Leon Penick and Dr. H. C. missions procedure before enbecome the vice presidential troops into two Kentucky comrolling.
We pot Frosty Morn and Fro* session of Circuit Court is ing.
Chiles officiating.
choice of the American Inde- munities to enforce the 1954
There are 35 evening and
ty -Acres mixed up. That was scheduled for Thursday, SepActive pallbearers were Jim
pendent came from his wife, U.S. Supreme Court school deNew members welcomed to
courses
gralimited
Saturday
to
a Frosty Acres truck that over- tember 19, according to the of- the club
Mrs Mildred Chandler. The segregation ruling.
were Mr. and Mrs. 0. Henry Garrison, Herman Lovwhile
18
students
only,
turned yesterday. We had 'vis- fice of Circuit Court Clerk C. McLemore
ins, Bill Hurt, Luther Jones, duate
former
two-term
governor, In addition, many Wallace
and Mrs. Birdie
ions of fat little pigs dancing James Blalock.
Luther Compton, and Carl are being offered to either graHE IS BROKE and unable to baseball commissioner and U.S. supporters in Kentucky said
Parker.
around singing but instead we
pallbearers duates or undergraduates. Five
Members of the Grand Jury
pay the balance of a $15,000 senator refused comment.
they could not support the
Group singing was held with Hoke. Honorary
are open to undergraduates onshould have had visions of fat were taken from the list drawn Mrs. A.
loan from a bank, Audie
Mrs. Chandler said Monday ticket if Chandler were on it
D. Butterworth at the were deacons of the church. ,
ly
* little frozen vegetables dant- in open ceurt on May 31 and
Melugin.
Mr.
age 91, diet
Murphy (above) told a court it was "pretty evident he won't and felt it would cost the forpiano. Mrs. Katie Overcast gave
Curriculums offering the wiing around singing. Our apo- released by the office of
in Los Angeles. Murphy, 44, be the vice presidential nomi- mer Alabama governor votes in
a reading entitled "The Par- Sunday at 10.50 a.m. at th
selection
special
classdest
of
logies to Jerry Bowden and to Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield en son's
Murray-Calloway County Ho
most decorated hero of World nee," following a meeting here November.
Announcements".
es include education, psycholthe Frosty Acres people. It was August 22.
Wallace late Monday called
War II with 24 medals, in- between her husband and three
Contests were directed by pital
bad enough to have the bad
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. ogy, business, art and history.
cluding the Medal of Honor, 'top Wallace aides. The discus- off a Washington news conferMiss Erin Montgomery and
departments
Other
offering
luck to tear up a truck with
Mrs. Gussie Geurin, hostesses May Melugin. one son. Noel
said he lost $260,000 in an sion was reportedly over Chan- ence which had been set for toclasses are agricullere, chemits cargo, but to be labeled by
for the day. Mrs. Katie Over- Melugin, one stepson, Thomas
Algerian oil venture in 1967 dler's civil rights stand and his day and at which he was existry. English. home economics,
another name was adding incast read the minutes of the Earl Martin. one brother, Hugh! industrial education library
because of. Arab-Israeli war. wife said, "There wasn't a pected to make known his vice
scisult to injury.
Melugin, two grandchildren,'
meeting of the minds."
presidential choice. Chandler,
August meeting.
three great grandchildren, red' ence, French, music, physical
The Courier-Journal, which who had made plans to go to
The group voted to change
We did get one thing right, the
one step granddaughter.
' education and Spanish.
last Friday said Wallace would Washington, cancelled them
the time from one p.m. to 12
Most of the classes meet once
Interment was in the Murray
word Frosty. And that w as
pick Chandler today, said in and his wife said, "He's not exnoon for the next meeting to
Cemetery with the arrange- a week on Monday or Thurst Jerry Bowden in the picture.
today's editions that many of pecting to go at all."
be held on Friday, October 4;
ments by the J. H. Churchill day night, usually at six o'clock.
the former Alabama governor's
Wallace has scheduled a news
Census — Adults .
at the Community Center.
94'
A few are scheduled for TuesFuneral Home. 41.
Out digging a hole yesterday
supporters objected to having conference in Washington WedCensus — Nursery
Mesdames Dollie Haley, Cells
8
day or Wednesday and some
evening for a grafted Juniper
Admissions, September 8, 1961 Chandler on the ticket because nesday at which time he is exCrawford, and Jewel Parks
will meet more than one night
and here comes another Quail
pected to announce the place
Floyd Garland, 506 South 4th of his stand on civil rights.
The September meeting of will be hostesses.
per week.
walking from under the hard
The paper said, "Although for his party's national convenStreet, Murray; Mrs. Ora CrutPreceding the luncheon servthe executive board of the
Course schedules may be obhead Hickory tree. He looked
cher, Route 2, Dover, Tenn.; Wallace contends he is not a tion and possibly name a runnMurray Woman's Club was held ed from a table centered with
tained from the registrar's ofat us. straightened up, and ran
Mrs. Virginia Geurin, 806 Sha racist, many: of his supporters ing mate.
at the club house at TOO" Of- an arrangement of summer
fice
Murray
at
State.
for about thirty feet, then Monday.
The funeral for Mrs Tennie
Wa Circle, Murray; Baby boy
flowers, the invocation was
stopped and gave us another
L. Phillips. wife of the late
English, Route 1, Gilbertsville•
Mrs. Don Keller, president, given by 0. C. McLemore.
look We asked him where his
Dr. James R. Phillips of Almo,
Mrs. Euva Burton, Route 6,
Those
present
were
Mr.
announced
and
that
the
first
gen• was going, but he Just gave eral meeting will be held on Mrs. Tolley, Mr. and Mrs. Mc- was held today at three p.m.
Murray; Mrs. Marion Russell,
us a suspicious look and walkat the chapel of the J. H. Chur1312 Wells Blvd., Murray; Mrs.
Lemore, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
chill Funeral Home with Dr.
ed on around the corner of the Monday, September 30, at six
Mary James, Box 67, Hazel;
p.m. Fred Schultz, superinten- West, Miss Erin Montgomery, W. LeRoy
Princeton
Baker
of
use
John Melugin, 402 North 7th
dent of Murray City Schools, Mesdames Katie Overcast, Nor- officiating.
will present the club with a man Klapp, Charlie Hale, A. D.
The annual district assembly Street, Murray; Rex Beach, Rt.
Pallbearers were John lines,
A Humming Bird, early this
preview of the school plans for Butterworth, Lela Shackelford, Joe Ryan Cooper,
of
the First Christian Churches 1, Kirksey.
011ie Barin)rning. sipping nectar, sudDismissals
the coming year. Two mem- Jewel Parks,
will
be held at the church at
Farmers aere reminoea to- neid September 27, at the AS
nett, Jim H. Walston, Joe Rob
denly departed in the direction
Mrs. Bonnie Inman, 915 Colbers of the school board will Birdie Parker, Dollie Haley, Beale. and Cecil Taylor.
! day that Tuesday. Septesnber CS office.
Inter- Paducah on Sunday. September lege Court, Murray;
of the Post Oak, then flew toMrs.
Neva
be present to answer any quest- Jewel Parks, Jessie Houston Ro- ment was
17, is the last date for turning
in the Bethel Ceme- 15.
ward the Iron Oak, then back
The county committee superane, Gussie G-eurin, Celia Crawions.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson of Mur- McCuiston, New Concord; Mrs. in a ballot in the election of vises the
tery' with the arrangements by
to the twin Post Oak by the
county ASCS office
Thelma
Morrison,
Route 3, Mur- community
Mrs. Thomas Brown, finance ford, and Olive B. Hagan.
ray,
chairman
the
of
district,
ASC committeemen. and is responsible for adminthe J. H. Churchill Funeral
bird bath. Lit on a branch and
ray; Mrs. Christine Southard,
.chairman, reported • on some
will
preside
at
the
meeting.
- 011ie C. Hall, Chairman, Ag- istering the price-support, acHome.
sat there for some time. He's
Route 2 College Farm Road,
money-making projects plannricultural Stabilization and Con- reage diversion, agricultural
Mrs Phillips. age 92, died "On Holy Errands" will be the Murray;
no larger than your thumb,
Mrs.
Marilyni
,jierndon
ed by her committee. Club
servation County Committee, conservation, and other
Sunday. She is survived by one theme of the meeting.
literally.
and
probaby
girl,
Route
1,
Murmembers will have the opporRev. William M. Porter, pastexplained that ballots were grams in the county. The
daughter, Mrs. W. B. Brelscomray; Joseph Calhoun, Route 3,
tunity to purchase through each
or
of
Murray
the
church,
will
I
mailed
September
ford,
9
to
sons,
James
two
Kermit
eligible
munity committees assist the
Motto of Otasco is "Thank you,
Cadiz; Marvin Swatzell, Route
department Tupperware and
voters of record; they must be county committee and are
and Darrell A. Phillips, one make a presentation on the ac- 1,
Here's Your Change".
parCadiz; Stewart Manning, Natscenic place mats.
complishmen
of
ts
individual
returned
to the county ASCS ticularly responsible for keepThe area agents of the -Callo- sister, Mrs. Belle Ravet, six
ional Hotel, Murray; Mrs Joyce 1 office—by mail
The fall board meeting of the way
congregation
in
District
s
16.
or in person— ing their neighbors
County Extension office, grandchildren, and eight 'great
Kentucky Federation of WoOther speakers will include Smotherrnan, Route 1, Hazel; not later than September 17. about the programs. informed
209 Maple Street. are in Lex- grandchildren.
Mrs.
men's Clubo will be held SepBirdie
Ross,
Route 1, KirkMrs. Henry Hanna, Billy Wil;ngton this week attending the
Qualified voters in the electember 17 and 18 at Covington.
Chairman Hall urges farmliams, Carl Flock. John Clarke, seY, 7ohn Melugin (Expired),
Kentucky
Annual
Extension
tion are all farmers who are ers to be sure to sign the stateRepresenting the Murray club
402
North
Richard
Miller,
7th
and
Street,
Gene
BranMurray;
Agents Conference at the Uniat the meeting will be Mrs.
Mrs. Frances B. Paschall (Ex- eligible to take part in one or ment on the back of the outson.
rersity of Kentucky.
more of the farm programs side envelope containing the
Keller and Mrs. James GarriReservations for the supper pired, Route 2, Murray.
Five agents for the Purchase
which the committee adminis- plain envelope with the ballot
son.
are $1 25 and must be in to the
..rea have their offices at the
Ralph White of Hazel brought Paducah church
ters. Lists of eligible voters in for the community committee
Board members atteending Murray
office by tolocation.
In a Kentucky 1918 license day (Tuesday).
each community are available election. This statement is a
the meeting were Mrs. Keller,
They are Ted Howard, area plate today that he found
for public inspection in the certification that the ballot was
be•
Mrs. Garrison, Mrs. Donald specialist
In dairying; Glen hind an old chimney. The plate
ASCS county office.,.
Hunter, Mrs. Don Tucker, Mrs. Sims. area
marked by the farmer personagent in youth; Mrs. is yellow on black and measurHUB CAPS STOLEN
arilly without undue influence
Purdom Outland, Mrs. J. I. Ho- Barletta
Wrather, area agent es 15% inches by 5% inches.
Several bankers and their sick, Mrs. Tom Brown,
Anyone
Hazel
Woman's
The
Club
who believes that he by any person. The ballot will
will
Mrs. in home management;
C..0. The new plates are 6 x 12
wives from the three banks el Tonunye Taylor, Mrs. Jqhn
Four hub caps, the spinner hold its first meeting of the is eligible to vote but who has not be counted unless the stateGre- Bondurant. area extension farm
inches.
Murray and Calloway County gory. Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
type, were reported stolen from fall season at the home of Mrs not received a ballot is urged ment is signed.
management specialist; Bill RoThe license plate is in good the car of Cathelene Carroll at Harold Wilkinson on Thursday, to get in touch with the county
•are attending the Kentucky Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs. David Gowbertson,
area
agent
in quality condon apmrently k_ee_pin Murray High School. according Smtember 12, at seven p.m. ASCS office immediately. EligBankers Association's 74th an- ans, Mrs. Jack Bailey, Mrs.
G.
nual convention held Septem- B. Scott, Mrs Jack Andersen, rontruL--dry throughout the years and to the report made to the MurMrs. J. W. Jones, president, ibility to vote is not restricted
Mrs
Larry Leslie is the sec- rusting to a minimum
ber 8, 9, and 10 at the Brown Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs.
The ray Police Department at four urges all mefters to attend by. reason of sex, race, color,
John retary for the area agents
at number on the plate is 11548. p.m. on Monday.
Hotel, Louisville.
the meeting on Thursday and religion, or national origin.
Stamps, Mrs. Harris Byrd, Mrs. the Murray office.
to note the change of meeting
H. Glenn Doran, president of Harold Beaman, Mrs.
June
For each community where
from the club room to the
the Peoples Bank of Murray Smith, Mrs. Bill Thurman,
and
an election is being held, three
and Dees Bank of Hazel, and Mrs. Robert McCoari.
Wilkinson home.
regular committee members
'director of both banks, is in
and two alternates will be
attendance at the convention
elected. The chairman, vicewith his wife.
chairman, and third regular
a Also attending from the
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) —
member of the elected comPeoples Bank and Dees Bank
A 48-year-old housewife with
munity ASC committee will
is a director, Dr. Hugh HousNEW YORK (UPI) — Richa long history of heart attacks
The Oaks Country Club will serve as dele
7
v
ton and Mrs. Houston. Peoples
to the county ard M. Nixon appears to have
has become the latest heart
have
its regular ladies day of c
convention.
re.farmers will widened his lead over Hubert
Bank directors and their wives
transplant recipient at Stangolf at the club with tee off be elected to fill vacancies on H. Humphrey
also attending are Mr. and Mrs.
ford Medical Center.
in the presidenttime at nine a m Betty Powell the county ASC committee and ial contest
H. T. Waldrop and Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Virginia Aache Monday
during the past
will
be
the
hostess.
golf
where
the
committee's
Conrad Jones.
chair- week, Sindlinger's daily surjoined two other heart patients
A ladies day luncheon will man and vice chairman will be vey
The Bank of Murray is reat the hospital. She was the
reported Monday.
be
served
Ray
Kay
with
and
chosen for the coming year.
presented by Joe Pat Ward,
first woman to receive a new
An even sharper gain was
'Tractor Co. of MurVinson
June
hostesses.
Johnson
as
The county convention will be registered by the third
cashier of the bank, and his
heart at Stanford in five operparty
donated $100 toward
wife, and James Thurmond. as- ray has
ations performed this year by
candidate. former Gov. George
$14,300
purchase
fire
a
of
vice-president
sistant
a n d the
C. Wallace. the survey reporta team headed by Dr Norman
NOW YOU KNOW
branch manager, and his wife. truck to serve Calloway County. E. Shumway.
ed on the basis of telephone
businesses
local
most
Although
More than 1200 persons were
interviews conducted with 1,by United Press International
expected at the convention have not been contacted yet by
877 adults of voting age in the
A hospital spokesman said
Squad
for
Rescue
Murray
.
the
tiniest
The
known
creature
banquet today. L. Felix Murfour-day period Sept. 5-8
Mrs. Asche was in satisfactory
possessing a backbone is the
ray of Glasgow was to succeed donations the local tractor deal- condition.
The survey, published by
Two
choirs
of
First
the
contribution
the
repandaka pygmea, a fish growEdward L. Cawood of Harlan er made
Sindlinger & Co., a market reShe received the heart of an
Christian
Church
will
begin
fall
cently
ing to an average lenth of three
as president.
search organization based in
unnamed donor who died of
The new fire truck has aleighths of an inch It is native rehearsals this week.
Irreversible
Norwood, Pre asked this quest
brain
damage.
Mrs
ready been ordered and the Aache's
Islands,
Philippine
to
Choir,
the
Chancel
under
the
The
ion: "Who would you yourself
husband. Charles, a fincontracts executed, however ancial
Leonard
Whifiner,
direction
of
want to gee elected president if
and real estate consuldelivery cannot be made ear- tant, said
will resume its normal 'prac- the election were
the operation "gave
held today"
winter
squad
The
lier than late
ONE CITED
tices on Wednesday at 7:30 p m. The results, compared
my wife a chance to live."
with
a i‘adi r••••
church.
the
of
sanctuary
is still over 30.000 short of its
the
in
Also at Stanford were Leopercentages obtained from 1,goal and many more contribut- nard Drake, 42,
One
person
was
cited
on
Mrs. William Forter, enact- 844 interviews Aug 30-Sept. 2,
a retired postal
ions are needed.
three different counts yester- or of
worker, and Robert McKee, 51.
the Junior Choir, said follows:
by United Press Inter-nations,
Anyone wishing to make a Drake underwent
day
by
the
Murray
Police De- activities will be resumed
Now • Week Aso
the operation
with
Partly cloudy and cool today contribution may mail their dopartment.
They were for runn- a rehearsal
Aug 22 and McKee received
17 4
157
on Saturday at 11 Wallace
through Wednesday High both nation
Murray-Calloway
to
ing to avoid arrest, reckless a
ACTIVIST DE-ACTIVATED Police in Berkeley, ('alit.. app
m. in the church library. All Nixon ..
340
.
ar337
da‘s 67 west to 73 east Low County CD Rescue Squad. P0. is heart Aug. 31
driving,. and running five stop boys
ently bad to go to Lonsiderahle lengths to subdue this female
The hospital said both were
285
and girls in the fourth Humphrey
26.1
tonight 48 west to 56 east
signs, according to the citation
Box -6[2. Murray, Ky.
"up and about"
°awls( found loitering on...Telegraph Ave doling
through seven,,,,grades, are in- None, of 3
89
95
feu
reports.
vited to attend and participate. No opinion
13.6
126

Nomination Apparently Is
Stopped Because Of Issue

Senior Citizens
John R. Melugin
Meet On Friday
Funeral Held Today
For Luncheon Meet

•

Mrs. Keller
Presides At
Board Meet

Hospital Report

Rites Held oday
For Mrs. Phillips-'

Dr. Woodfin Hutson
o real e At
Church Meeting

Next Tuesday Last Day To
Vote On ASC Committeemen

•

Five Area Agents
Attending Meeting
Held In Lexington

•

Bankers Are
Attending
Convention

Old License Plate
Found Near Hazel

Woman's Club Of
Hazel To Meet

Housewife Receives
New Heart Monday

Nixon And
Wallace Gain
In Week Poll

Oaks Club Plans
Ladies Day Golf —

$100 Given
On Fire Truck
By Local Firm

Rehearsals Will Be
Resumed By Choirs

• WEATHER REPORT
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NATIONAL FtKPRESENTATIVICS: WALLACE WTIVER CO 1500
Madame Ave. Mesnphu, Tenn_
as Life Bldg . New York, N.Y
Stephenson Blele • Detroit, Mich.
Zola:red at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for Iranian/Won as
8eoond Claes Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Ois,erier In Murray. per week Me, per
isonth $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining counties, pee year, SIM;
amiss 1 & 2. 111.00, Lis.ewhere 811.00. all service aulnicrIptaccia MAL

Employers have adjusted the
withholding rates on wages and
salaries to take the surcharge
into account. Taxpayers who file
declarations
estimated
tax
uld make any necessary adjustments when they pay their
third quarter installment which
h due September 16. To help
you make this adjustment, IRS
k enclosing a special work sheet
in its mailing of third quarter
estimated tax notice&
.ks long as taxpayers meet at
least 80 percent of their tax
liability for the year either
through withholding or through
estimated tax payments they
will not be subject to any penalty for underpayment of estimated tax.

"Ils• Owtasaadlas Ctvis Ames a a aramealay la Ms
issagelity
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
And Nathan said to the king. Go, do all that is in
thine heart; for the Lord is with thee. —11 Samuel 7:1.
Jesus has assured us that when we undertake to do'
God's will that God is with us

Ten Years Ago Today

DEEP IN THOUGHT, Vice President Humphrey walks on
grounds of his home in Waverly, Mimi.. -ate* he went to
plan strategy for his presidential i ampaig-n

LEDGER•=OM 111.1

Richard Parris was killed Instantly In a train accident early September 8 in Michigan. He was the grandson of Walter Farris of Murray.
News of Men in Service. Army Pvt. Charles W. Nesbitt recently completed balic engineer training at Fort
Belvoir, Va.; Army Sgt. First Claw Wilton H. Jackson
recently was assigned to the 2nd Armored Division at
By Thurman Sensing
Fort Hood, Texas: Pvt. Robert E. Rickman completed
EXECUTIVE viCE PRESIDENT
the basic Army administration course under the Reserve
Forces Act program at Fort Dix, N.J.
Industrial Council
Mrs. Dan Hutson gave a humorous talk on "How To
Be the Absolutely Perfect Wife, Housekeeper, and Mother" at the meeting of the Sigma Depa.rtment of the Murray Woman's Club.
COUNTER-MOVEMENT TO
nation are shocked and furious
Mr and Mrs. W J. Pittman and little son, Jay, have
ANARCHY
that in many communities poreturned to heir home in Fredericksburg. Va., where he
Every since the Franklin lice have not been allowed to
nas been teaching in the city system for several years.
Roosevelt era, with the except- shoot looters and arsonists and
ion of the Eisenhower years that the Attorney General of
when a war hero won the Pre- the United States, Ramsey
sidency. American -political life Clark. seems more interested in
has been dominated by a pow- giving privileges to disorderly
erful coalition of union chiefs, elements than he is in helping
LEDGER a TIMM PIM
minority bloc voters and radi- create a climate of law and or.
cal elements drawn from the der in the nation.
Over half of the potential draftees in Calloway Coun- universities.
Time and again it
In short, great numbers of
ty had registered by neon today, Mrs Mary Neale, clerk has been a winning combinat- Americans have had enough.
of the draft board, estimated The total registered to ion. While basically unrepre- They don't want the Great Socdate is 502.
sentative of the nation as a iety's ruinous policies continThe total number of students enrolled in all twelve whole, it nevertheless has been ued under a successor adminisgrades at Murray High School is 718. The total last year able to capture the White tration. They are properly conHouse and many state houses cerned that a new defeatist adIsis 690.
well.
minisrration dominated by "libBirths reported today are a girl to Mr. and Mrs Ed- as
This year. however, a new erals" will abandon the cold
win Greenfield, a girl to Mr and Mrs. Clyde Robertson, coalition
seems to be emerg- war struggle against communa girl to Mr and Mrs. Roy Beane. a girl to Mr and Mrs. ing The successive waves of
ist tyranny and thereby lead
0. L Anderson, a boy to Mr and Mrs. Robert Carlton, riots in urban centers. agita- the United States to disaster.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Benton Mullins.
tion by Nietniks, the spread Of - Out of this widening public
Miss Beth Broach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. civil disobedience resulting in concern has come the counter.
Broach, has recently received her masters degree from widespread anarchy — all have movement of responsible Amerthe University of Tennessee., Knoxville She has accept- produced a strong reaction a- iians manifesting determination
ed a position at Middle Tennessee State College, Mur- mong responsible citizens who that realistic, forceful policies
know that the nation must have ,prevail in the next four years.
freesboro, Tenn.
law and order to achieve fur- At the heart of the new, emergther progress.
itg political coalition are the
The. counter-movement to an- two principal streams of Amerarchy is a true grassroots move- ican conservatism — the, conment. Americans haveA had to servatism of the South and the
put up with many humiliating _West. What is most significant,
By UNITED PRESS DrIT1NATIONAL
reverses at home and abroad. however, is that the counterWS ANGELES — Vice President Hubert H. Hum-. The Johnson administration's'. m -tvement is strongly attracting
phrey, explaining that it's not always necessary for —no win" policy in Vietnam has the industrial working people of
angered great numbers. of cit.- the North and the small bus.
Democrats to agree .
"Teddy Kennedy announced his support for me today riens who believe that victory inessmen of that region. For
always should be the American the first time in decades, the
and he doesn't agree with me on Vietnam."
goal when war breaks out. northern industrial worker is
There also is intense bitterness rejecting stereotyped "liberal"
MONTGOMERY, Ala — Mrs A. B. (Happy) Chand- that the humiliation of the Unittheir neighborier, commenting on why she does not think her husband, ed States should reach the po- ideas. They see
hood and their local schools
the former Kentucky governor, will be third-party presi- int where little North Korea
threatened with ruin by anardential candidate George C Wallace's running mate:
would dare snatch an Amer- chists in the street and by soc"They failed to have a meeting of the minds . . ." ican warship off the high seas ial reconstructionists in the
and hold its crew prisoner. At White House and the univerWASHINGTON — Secretary of State Dean Rusk, home, the American people sities who want to shatter esished patterns of living.
commenting on reports that the North Koreans are have seen their capital invaded
by an army of vagrants and
The industrial worker, who
about to release the crew of the Pueblo:
thugs who were allowed by the has scored great economic gains
"I've heard the rumors but they come from sources
Johnson administration_ to eaover which we have no control."
tablish an encampment on the through the growth of US. free
banks of the Potomac. Other enterprise, suddenly realizes
good citizens are outraged at that these gains will be taken
the chaos on the campus and away if militant leftists have
at the entrenchment of leftists their way in refashioning Amercollege and university facul- ican society along radical lines
in
by United Press International"
ey know that American cit.
Today is Tuesday Sept 1O. Ties. Still others are alarmed at ies can't
be improved by subIthe 254th day of 1968 with 112 the decline of the US. dollar as jecting
the suburbs to a new
result of the inflationary g,enddays to follow.
_....:•:flaCi.P.
form of compulsory association
The moon is between its full ing policies of the "liberal" re- orb
r, .,
y agreeing to permissivein
charge
in
Washington.
gime
' phase and last quarter.
Property owners across the ness in handling of protesters,
The morning star is Mars
"Law and ofir" is a theme
The evening star is Saturn

SENSING THE NEWS
Southern States

20 Years Ago Today

Q — Can tax disputes settled
with your Appellate Division
be opened up again by IRS?
A — They are not reopened
unless evidence of fraud, malfeasance, concealment, misrepresentation of facts or an important mathematical mistake is
discovered. Taxpayers reaching
an agreement with Appellate
can do so with the assurance
that aside from the reasons
mentioned above, the agreement will be final.
Q — I'm leaving my summer
job in a few weeks to go back
to school. Is there any way I
can get my tax refund now or
do I have to wait until next
year'
A — You will have to wait
until the end of the year before you can file your return.
To speed things up, be sure to
ask your employer for the statement of wages paid and taxes
withheld when you leave. It will
delay your refund if this statement, the W-2, Wage and Tax
Itement, is not included with
ur return.

that touches the deepest concerns of the average American
in all parts of the country,
South and North, East and
West That's why the new political coalition is forming. Once
established, it should result in
a new orientation of American

TUESDAY — SEPTEMBER 10, 196

The New Teutonic Tycoons

— Will I have to increase
my next estimated tax payment
to take care of the new 10 percent surcharge?
A — Yes you may. in general
terms, the surcharge will increase the tax paid by individuals on their 1968 income by
7's percent. Although the surcharge rate is nominally 10 percent it applies for only three
quarters of the year so that
the rate for the year is 7%.

I
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We reserve the right to reiect any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
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Businessmen, Not Generals, Politicians,
Are Dominating West German Life Today
By OMER ANDERSON
Central Press Association
Correspondent
NUREMBERG - - Those who
believe that a "new Germany"
has risen, indeed, from the
ashes of the Nazi Third Reich
base their-laith in the German
businessman.
For it's the businessman who
dominates German life today
not the military men of the
Kaiser's day, nor the nationalist
politicians of the Nazi era.
Germany's new breed of businessmen can take most of the
credit for rebuilding the country
and for shaping it peculiarly business - oriented outlook.
The new breed of German
businessman has almost nothing
in common with his cartelminded,. inward-looking prewar
predecessor. Rather, he resembles the American businessman,
and the' resemblanceis growing.
• • •
WITH the ample girth that
the hallmark of the German tycoon, few will be mistaken for
a hard-driving U.S. executive.
Nevertheless, the twain are
amazingly close in attitude, outlook, and philosophy.
Max Grundig — new
The Titan of these new TeuGorman tycoon.
tonic tycoons is Max Grundig,
who has just turned 60. Grundig group, they represent the Gersymbolizes the primacy of the ' man phoenix that emerged from
entrepreneur in contemporary the bomb rubble and ashes of
German life. In fact, he em- the last war.
bodies the postwar "economic I Born in Nuremberg, Grundig
worked in a warehouse as a boy
miracle.This "miracle" was organized to support his widowed mother
and directed by a new class of and three younger sisters. LatGerman entrepreneurs created er, he completed a'sales trainby the war—and its aftermath ing' course, and, in 1927, opened
of devastation and want. The a retail radio shop in Fuerth, a
war destroyed the class-consci- suburb of Nuremberg.
During the war, he erected a
ous German social structure and
encouraged the emergence of ,plant near Fuerth to manufacture electronic components for
energetic self-made men.
Max Grundig, the most spec- radio tranismitters.
tacularly successful of this
Grundig's rise began after the
group, reflects their .drive and war when it was impossible to
enterprise. More than any other buy a radio set without special

life and politics and, in the
process, save the Repubic.
To be sure. the "liberals"'
want to kill the new coalition
in its cradle. It already is apparent that they will resort to
smear tactics against the leaders who stand for domestic
tranquility and victory in Vietnam. What is imperative, therefore, is that the "stay at home"
conservative vote turn out for
once and give the American
government back to the American people in November.

SoarPoee"-

•

permission. ,This was in 1946,
when Germany was still digging
out of the war rubble and the
economy was paralyzed by war
devastation.
Grundig contrived a do-ityourself radio receiver assembly
. kit requiring no permit to purchase. His "Heinzelmann" - kit
was an instant success and
Grundig was up tip up and
away.
Grundig built the nucleus of
the present parent factory at
Fuerth in 1947, and --in rapid
sequence
markeed the first
German postwar worldwide
shortwave- receiver, the first
battery' portable radio, the first
frequency modulation 'FM) receiver.
In 1951, Grundig produced the
first low-price tape recorder
(now Grundig is the world's
largest producer of tape recorders', and the first German
television set in 1952.
In 1956, Grundig acquired the
Triumph and Adler office equipment companies, and today
Grundig is a major producer of
office equipment.
Grundig has not only grown
big. but it has expanded internationally in keeping with the
new comopolitan vision of the
postwar German businessman.
Grundig's American company
was established in 1959 (the
U.S. is now a major Grundig
market), and a year later Grundig opened a plant in Northern
Ireland.
There are Grundig companies
in Italy. France, and Australia;
and Grundig has licensed Poland's Kasprzak -Kerken, in
Warsaw, to build its tape recorders.
On Max Grundig's 60th birthday, his company employed 27.000 persons, and had 22 million
electronic consumer items and
four million office machines - a rubble-to-riches story characteristic of postwar Germany's
new entrepreneur,
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WALLIS DRUG
Phone 753-1272
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Is SW

"The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" front

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

•

Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Max MeCuiston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
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CliARLTON

hESTON
PlANET
ARES
Where apes are the
r h ilized rulers and
man is the beast!
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1
Louisville-owned, Louisville
based Brown-Forman Distillers
Corporation is America's fifth
largest distiller..

SHOPPING FOR A

COLOR TV?
If so, shop with everyone . .
but be sure to shop with us!
•

TV Service Center
312 No. 4th St.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone 753-5865

Only Curtis-Mathes

Offers
THE 8-YEAR PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE
-.WARRANTY
— ONE FULL YEAR FREE

SERVICE —

•
•
•

Halford James
?Owner
Bobby H Wilson - TV.
Technician

•
•

•
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WOOL ELEGANCE
Fancy this misty striped 100%
wool dress as yours. You'll wear it
everywhere and elegantly at that
A MAIN PLACE Creation by LORCH
OF DALLAS, a new name on the
fashion horizon. Colors: Grey
tones. Size: 8-IS. Price:

•
•
•
•
•
•

SOMETHING CLEVER..
SOMETHING NEW
MAIN PLACE, on incomparable
collection being shown by LORCH
OF
DALLAS has taken its place
among
outstanding fashions. Take
a look
at this belted - Harlow" wrap
coat
of Compton's ribbed velvet.
It's a
dream. Color: OR White. Sizes
6
16. Price:
$59.98

Clemmie Jordan Shoppe
Murray Highway

Mayfield, Kentucky
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and Venus.
Those born today are under
the sign of Virgo American
author Carl Van Doren was
horn Sept. 10. 1885.
On this day in history•
•
In 1813, famed American
Navy Capt., Oliver Perry defeated a British squadron in
the battle of Lake Erie
In 1846. Elias Howe received
a patent for the sewing machine.
In 1898, Empress Elizabeth of
Austria-Hungary was assassini•ted by an anarchist.
In 1962, 44 persons died' in
.jet
the crash of an Air Far,cg
tanker near Mt. Sporane in
.Washington State.
A thought for the day —
novelist
American
Thomas
Wolfe once said: "Most of the
time we think we're sick, its all
in the mind."
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The following story and picture appeared in last Saturday's
Issue of
the Louisville Courier-Journal and is being reprinted
here for the
Interest of Ledger dt Times readers. Photo is by Bud
1tamenlsh, C-J
staff photographer.

By JOE GEROEN
out of the National League odUPI Sports Writer
ler into ninth place, one-half
Bill Suclakis, who knows a game ahead of the idle New
good sports story when he sees York Meta. In other games, Atone, has something to write lanta held off San Filmdom.
home about.
2-1, and Philadelphia outlasted
Sudagis, an infielder by trade Pittsburgh, 8-7, in 15 innings.
and sports writer by avocation, A doubleheader between Cinreceived the headlines instead cinnati and Houston was postof the bylines Monday night poned by rain.
when he clouted a grand slam
In American League action,
home run in his seventh major Detroit defeated California, 6-0,
league game to pace the Loa and widened its lead to eight
Angeles Dodgers' 10-1 rout of games over Baltimore, a 6-2
the St. Louis Cardinals.
victim of the Washington SenHome for Sudakis is Joliet, ators. Boston beat Oakland, 6-4,
Ill., where he is known only in 10 innings, and Cleveland
for his athletic accomplishments topped Minnesota, 6-1.
but also for his stories in the
Expensive Inning
Joliet Herald News His newsReliever Dick Huges replacpaper career, however, appears ed Jaster with four runs in and
in jeopardy now that he's made two on and walked Willie Davie
the major leagues at last.
Intentionally, loading the bases,
"My life would naves- be before facing Sudakis. Jager
complete if 1 didn't play in the had yielded a two-run single to
major leagues." said Sudakis Paul Popovich and a two-run
shortly after hitting the b.asee- double to Wes Parker in the
loaded homer during an eight- inning. The Dodgers' Don Sutrun second-inning rally.
ton allowed six hits in coastSecond Homer
ing to his eighth victory against
Sudakis, a 22-year-old infield- 14 losses.
er called up from Albuquerque
George Stone, frith ninthon Sept. 3, has played as if he inning relief help from his coubelonged ever since joining the sin, Cecil Upshaw, beat the
Dodgers. The homer was his Giants for his sixth victory desecond in the majors and repre- spite Willie Maya' 583rd homer
sented his ninth hit in 2'7 at in the fourth inning.
bats. a .333 average.
Clay DalrumpLe, batting. 186,
The victory, achieved at the delivered a bases-loaded single
expense of Dodger nemesis Lar- In the 15th as the Phils edged
ry Jaster, lifted Los Angeles the Pirates. Pittsburgh had scored four rum in the ninth on
just one hit—Roberto Clementes two-run single—to tie the
score, 6-6. Chris Short, who pitched seven innings in relief,
was credited with his 16th win.

By JIM BOLL'S
Caerter-Jegnm4 a Tim" Web Writer

MURRAY, Ky.—Bill Furgerson was
in a joking mood yesterday.
The Murray State University football
coach always jogs the few blocks from
the dressing room to the practice field
with his players If Furgerson manages
to get to the field before any of the Murray athletes, they have to run laps after
pract:ce.
Now, everybody knows old man Furgerson (he's really a legitimate 39 years
old) can't beat any of the Murray players
to the field.
But yesterday he did.
Using the convenience and speed a
his automobile, Furgerson roared past
his jogging players, yelling out the window, "You all know the rule. If I beat
you, you got to run."
Everybody Has a Laugh

Dth birthloved 27.12 million
tems and
chines
y characierrnany's

awo —
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1131
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Auto Repair

4
6
*
The next best thing to a new car:
,a used car with a 100% guarantee.
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Kanner, to Get Chance
Tillman is glad to have guys like Young
and Wolf around, but he thinks the team's
rushers will get a share of glory, too, this
fall.
"I figure our running attack's a lot bet
ter," Tillman said. "We'll be more balapncaasedin.g Agmeo
ru
. nning attack makes the
e dge.,
game
Joe Meade, a senior fullback, and
speedy tailback Russ Hake give Murray
two dependable ground-gainers.
bo"They're
ey'rereabloltyh eamtakein ro
uup whghfoerreusth
left off," Furgerson said. "Meade's thee
who
through
year. He's proven to be. e . real clutch
play
pheirili
."p

Murray closed out the season
in the Twin-States League Sunday by splitting a doubleheader
with Grand Rivers.
Grand Rivers took the first
game 8-7, and Murray outscored
them 4-1 in the nightcap. Murray finished the season with a
16-4 record.
In the first game Grand Rivers scored one run in the botBy TERRY WOOTEN
tom of the second inning. MurCHARLOTTE, N. C. BPI — The
• ray came back in the top of .the
fourth and scored two to take men known as the independents
a 2-1 lead, only to have Grand usually drive more on heart
SWAM Photos by &sod Kamantsa
SiandattiL
Rivers again take, the lead by than on equipment, and it's ofRICK BOARD, a two-time All-Stater from Louisville Flaget High,
one run in their half of the ten the heart they show that
shows how he plans to handle Murray State University's foes this
'
''...emes•ana•-avsecr.r.nannoogroasecik
fourth.
wins acclaim in the whizzing
fall. Board, a freshman, stands 6 feet 3 and weighs 235 pounds.
By United Press Internationat
Murray then scored three runs world of stock car racing.
in the fifth and two in the sixThe independents are the drith, and it seemed as though vers who do not have lavish
first inning. Jim Hannan, 10-4,
BUFFALO. N y.
National League
The
they were on their way to vic- factory backing, and they're
went the first five innings to Boston Patriots opened their season with a 16-7 victory over
Pct, GB
L.
W.
the Buffalo Bills.
tory, but Grand Rivers made a rarely found in the winner's
victory.
get
the
1968
American Football League
St. Louis 90 56 616
• last inning try and came up circle at the end of a superKen Harrelson and Reggie
Fran
San
.538
78
67
with five runs in the last of speedway race—or in most of
Smith hit solo homers in the
Cincinnati , 73 68 .518
the seventh to claim the game, the other grand nationals events.
10th inning off reliever Diego
15
.514
75
71
Chicago
Sometimes though one of the
8-7.
Segui to pace Boston past OakAtlanta
74 71 .510 15%
outshines
many
independents
toeing
Roy Smith, was the
land. Harrelson's homer was his
7th St - '753-1751
Pittsburgh 70 74 486 19
pitcher giving up the eight runs of the name stars.
34th of the season and gave the
21
Phila.
.472
68
76
STELLINO
VITO
By
An example is Roy Tyner, a
and 11 hits. Murray picked up
Pouring champagne for the triumph to Lee Stange, 5-4.
Houston
65 79 .451 24
The Detroit Tigers moved a
their seven runs on nine hits. ' full-blooded Indian from Lake
.448 24% step closer to their first Amer team and the staff. Tiant beamAzig.
80
Los
65
Charles Archer was the trim lame. S. C...wboig the epitatome
ed in the Indian clubhouse, NEW ORLEANS (UPI)—ReNew- York 65 81 .445 26
Iran League pennant in 23—Sanford promised last month cent
oar of the second game as he of the independent stock car
developments have given
Results
Mondays
years Monday night but it was that if I won 20 games he would New Orleans
only allowed one player to cross racer. Roy is an excellent mea bright sporting
Hous at Cinci, 2, ppd rain
Luis Tiant and his Cleveland buy the champagne and I told outlook for the
the plate for Grand Rivers. chanic and does most of his
future. They inAtlanta 2 San Fran 1, night
teammates
Indians
who
were
rarely
car.
He
his
work
botTheir lone run came in the
own
on
him then I'd collect.
clude the amazing growth of
night quaffing the champagne
inns.,
7,
8
15
Pitts
Phila
tom of the fourth, Murray scor- wins and thrives mostly on lap
Tiant blanked the Twins af- the Greater New Orleans Golf
Los Ang. 10 St. Louis 1, night
Tiant, Cleveland's ace right ter giving up a first inning ho- Tournament, which has
ed a run in the first and one money and guaranteed track
mushOnly games scheduled
hander who's had the reputation mer to rookie Craig Nettles. roomed from a $5,000 to a
in the third, than added two in payments
$100,Today's Probable Pitchers
for starting fast and then fad• who's slammed five homers in 000 event, the arrival of the
Tyner began racing in 1954
the sixth, to give them a 4 to
San Francisco, Bolin 8-4 at ing in the second half of the
NFL Saints and the ABA Buc1 victory.
in jalopies, then turned to modlast four games.
the
CARROLL VW, INC. i MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Atlanta, Santornini 0-0, 8A05 p. season, celebrated with chamLeading hitters for Murray ifieds in 1958. He's never won
In the only other American caneers, and moves toward a
800 CHESTNUT sTREET
I
m.
TEL. 15021 7534850
pagne
at
the
of
expense
pit70,000
-seat
racing—his
domed
Jimmerson
with
money
best
4
were Jim
much
in
League game, Boston edged
stadium.
Angeles, Singer 10-15 at ching coach Jack Sanford after
Los
hits, Jack Brady with three and year was 1964 when he banked
Oakland, 6-4. in 10 innings.
St. Louis, Carlton 12-10, 9 p. as. winning 20 games for the first
Charles Archer with two hits, $10.505—but he's stuck with it
In the National League, Los
Houston, Wilson 12-14 at Cin- time in his career.
one of which was a home run. because of his love for the
Angeles clobbered St. Louis, 10cinnati,
8:05
p.
11-7,
m.
Arrigo
Tiant accomplished the feat 1, Philadelphia outlasted Pitts_ .
Murray will enter into a four 'portNew Yore, McAndrew 17'
•
by pitching a five-hitter and burgh, 8-7, in 15 innings, AtThe staielry race car driver
team tournament next Sunday
p.
14-9,
as,
Chicago
2:30
ro
iek
N
striking out 16 to give the In- lanta nipped San Francisco, 2-1,
and may meet Grand Rivers in was thrust into the limelight in
Philadelphia. G Jackson 2-4 diane a 6-1 triumph over Minand the Houston-Cincinnati douMay just before the Charlotte
another doubleheader.
8:05
4-4.
at Pittsburgh. Ellis
nesota while boosting his mark bleheader was rained out.
The other two teams should World 600 when he pledged a
m.
to 20-9.
percentage of his winnings to p.
Tiant, who joined Denny Mcbe Paducah and Golconda.
Wednesday's Games
Meanwhile, the Tigers snap- Lain of Detroit and Dave McLeading hitters for Murray the Holy Angels Nursery, a faYork at Chicago
New
ped a two-game losing streak Nally, of Baltimore as 20-game
over the season with at least cility for children with birth Phila at Pittsburgh, night
by bopping California, 6-0 be- winners in the American Leag30 times at bat were, Lynn Stra- defects and other handicaps at Houston at Cincinnati, night
hind Mickey Lolich's two-hitter ue, scored the tie-breaking run
nak, .472, Lou Schwizer .391; Belmont, N. C.
at St. Louis, night to stretch their league lead to
Angeles
Los
Tyner, father of two childin the fifth inning against losJimmy Felt, .379; Jack Brady,
San Francisco at Atlanta, night eight games again since Balti510 West Main Street
er Jim Merritt when he singled
.320; and Richard Edmonds, ren, also led a drive to get
more was beaten by the Wash- and Jose Cardenal tripled.
other race drivers to pledge a
41 .319.
American League
ington Senators 6-2.
Lolich Adds Win
Charles Archer came up with percentage of their winnings in
W. L. Pct, GB
Collects on Promise
Lolich, boosted his record to 1
the best pitching average, win- the race and persuaded a num- Detroit
91 54 .628
14-9 with the two-hitter against
ning seven of the 16 wins Mur- ber of them.
Baltimore
83 62 572 8
the Angels. The Tigers wrapped'
After the rare, Tyner decidray posted. His E. R. A. was
Boston
.538
78
13
67
up the game with three runs in
ed to pledge half of his win1.59 for the season.
Cleveland-21 .558 15%
the first inning off loser Den
— e nings for the remainder of the New York 73 '70 .510 17
Lynn Stranak only had Sire
nis Bennett.
games to his credit, but he had season to the nursery.
Oakland
74 72 .507 174
Frank Howard reached the
The action was not unnoticall three in the win column, his
Minnesota
69 76 476 22
Thursday, September 12
40-homer plateau for the first
ed by his admirers. Partly as a
E. R. A. was 1.20.
California
63 83 .432 28%
10:30 p m. — Munson Out- time in his
result of Tyner's efforts to help
major league career ,
Chicago
61 84 .424 30
. Ch. 8.
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as Washington drubbed BaltiFan
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a
2
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9
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Wash.
more But the key blast of the
G. Rivers 010 200 5-8 11 2 Club is being formed in RaMonday's Results
Saturday, September 14
game was Ken McMullen's 19th
Smith and Felts, Gentry, Le- leigh, N. C., a welcome honor Cleveland 6 Minn I, night
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—
Car
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homer, a three-run shot in the
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ven (6) and Fox.
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•
•
•
•
Detroit 6 California 0. night
101 002 0-4 7 3 of the club, said it was set up Boston 6 Oakland 4, 10 inns.,
Murray
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-....maingusimelleireemea.. 4
G. Rivers 000 100 0-1 8 1 "in view of the many inquiries night
•• • •
Archer and Felts, Lyberger from over the United States,
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especially since the World 600
and Fox.
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4.(Athletics vs. Tigers).
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• ly Casper shot a final-round
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Tigers Get Step Closer
141'4' But Cleveland Celebrates

Tima

have slipped up on a few foes but he
expect
euentocatch anybody unpredoesn'te
pared this
"Eve:ybody's aware of our ability to
throw the football and the fact that we
WILL throw it," Furgerson stated.
Tillman's favo•ite target, Harvey Tanner (who caught 88 passes), elected to
. his final year of eligibility. But
pass ut)
missing
camp.
Tanner's
s touch
to
Murray
from
Ag receivers.raduatestudent, he's coaching the
Murray
Still around is Gerald Young, an end
. for seven TDs to
paues
lead
who recelved3Lerers
Jack Wolf of LouMurray's
isville St. Xavier High is another outstanding prospect at tight end.

The players laughed . . . and so did
Furgerson.
After practice, Furgerson encountered
Murray athletic director Cal Luther.
With his roster being trimmed slightly
because of player injuries and departures, Furgerson asked Luther if he could
persuade the Ohio Valley Conference to
change football to a nine-man sport.
Later, Furgerson met sports informslion, director Joe Tom Erwin in the athletic office. Due to a scarcity of hair on
Furgerson's head, the Murray mach
asked Erwin to retouch a picture of him
fa as to cover up a receding hairline.
Luther and Erwin didn't pay any attention to Furgerson's not-so-serious
Hunt has been moved zrom depleas. They don't feel sorry for him. And, fense to flanker position.
after what Furgerson did last season in
Furgerson is pleased with the progress
the OVC, neither do any of the other
of sophomore quarterback Matt Haug,
league head coaches.
who threw four TD passes in the spring
Furgerson accomplished what was
game.
called "The Miracle of Murray" when
he took over after a winless season in
3 Line Stars Back
1966 and guided a squad of only 14 letThe Murray staff is trying to develop
termen to a 4-6 won-lost record (includ- Punch to go with three returning
stars
ing upset wins over OVC foes Morehead in the line—center Roger
White, rugged
and Middle Tennessee).
guard Tony Sims and tackle George Rice.
Ken Pelot has been moved from fullTWman Has Final Fling
back to guard, Richard Harrell is exQuarterback Larry Tillman, back for pected to handle the chores at the other
his final season, passed the opposition tackle spot and fleet Billy Hess plays split
end.
dizzy, completing 190 aerials for 2,291
yards and 18 touchdowns (all league
Five playei-s who started last year give
records).
Furgerson reason
Furgerson realizes that his team might fense will be much to say Murray's "deimproved."

Not Very Many
Independents
Win In Racing

!ornpanies
ustralia
,naed Porken, in
tape re-
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The Factory Outlet Store

fi

SPORT1111 TY

0

wants to take this opporrunitylei Thank-the people
of Murray, Calloway County, and the four state
shopping area, for the wor.derful acceptance and the
splendid business you have given us in the past five
years. We leave Murray regretfully. You have been
most gracious to us.

leaitevalli
3Dp

Our building, 510 West Main Street, has been
leased to Reece's of Mayfield. One of West Kentucky's finest men's stores. This store will open in
the
future.

•

THANK YOU.!
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Mr and Mns Bobby Falwell
of Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, weighing seven pounds twelve ounces, born Thursday, September
5, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John Reed Falwell o's
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Gut- w
torn Bruskeiand of Oslo, Nor
way.
•••
Christopher Earl is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Padgett of 422 South 8th Street
for their baby boy, weighing
eight pounds thirteen ounces,
born on Friday, September 6.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Padgetts
have
one
daughter, Pamela, age four.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix R. Moss
of Los Angeles, California, and
Mrs. B. Padgett of Daleville,
Ala., are the baby's grandparents.
•••
A son, Andrew Scott, weighing nine pounds one ounce, was
born to Patricia Dick of Farmington Route Two and Virgil
Dick of Murray Route One on
Wednesday, September 4, at
9:38 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs Otis Luttrell and Mrs Virgie Dick. Mrs. Charlie Fann
ing is a great grandmother
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Otters
Protected
Tardiness Taboo
Major Dams
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)- SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- NEW YORK (UPI) -Stars
California
once
otters
sea
are said to be traditionally tarThere are now more than 9,000
major dams in existence flocked in herds of thousands dy arriving on film sets, but
throughout the world, accord- along the entire West Coast, chances are that strict puncing to the U. N. Educational, from Baja California in Mexi- tuality will be observed when
Scientific and Cultural Organi- co to the straita of Juan de "Patton" goes into production
Fuca in Washington.
next February.
zation (UNESCO).
Now leas than 700 of the aniThe reason? Gen. Omar N
mals remain in the Pacific Bradley, who will serve as sewaters off southern Monterey nior military advisor on the
County and northern San Luis 111m, is chairman of the board
Obispo County in California of Bulova Watcb Co. The
This is because the otters, screenplay, to be filmed in
prized for their fur, were hunt- Spain by 20th Century-Fox,
ed nearly to extinction during will be based in part on Genthe last century and the early eral Bradley's book. "A Sol1900s.
dier's Story."
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SUBURBAN TRACIURS Lawn
sad garden equipment at greatly reduced prices. beaford Lawn
Equipment, ra
and Garden
miles west of Hardin. Phone
437-5312.
Sept.-19-C
USED GENERAL Electric refrigerator in good condition,
00-00. Call 753-5821.
TFC
OFRESH HEARING AID batteries for Beltone and other make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs,
Murray, Kentucky.
TFC

lake Baia
Opportunity for Wont mum to
own and operate a lisnall PEANUT a CANDY routs ki Marfa,. Spare Ttnse. Good loconce
starting ftret week. Meat haw*
aLr and able to bosom 11 to II
hours •aoh week to collecting a
restocking dimension.. Requires
111111.00 Cash investment_ ManCM1 aid tor aapansion For perintarviaw writs TEXAS
RANDY KOMPANY, Inc, 1116
Beate Road, P 0.Box 1511, Ban
Antaatio. Texas, include p 5 o •
umber.
E-11-C

FOR RENT
TRAILER LOTS on Hwy 280,
toward Panorama Shores three
miles from Murray. Cardinal
Ridge Trailer Park. Lots 162 x
100. Call 753-7856 or 7534231
and ask for Eddie Morgan.
Sept. 114

TWO HOT AIR gas furnaces.
These furnaces are 300,000
B. T. U. and manufactured by
the American Furnace Company, complete with blowers,
controls, and baseboard registers These furnaces are priced
*to sell. For further information,
contact the office of the Murray
Board of Education. Phone 7534363.
S-10-C

NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one block from campus.
Call 753-6425 or 753-5962.
Sept-19-P

ONE ELECTROLUX Vacuum
Cleaner
with
attachments,
$10.00. One metal record rack,
will store either 45's or L. P.'s,
$5.U0. Both in good condition.
Phone 753-6568.
S-12-C

ONE AND TWO bedroom apartment and sleeping rooms.
Air-conditioned, all new. including furnishings. Williams
Apartments, So. 16th. Call 7538870 or 753-6660.
Oct.-6-C

dILOVEABLE Siamese kittens, 8
weeks old. All male, $15.00
each. The perfect house companion for everyone. Phone 4365423.
S-10-C

NEW 10' x 45' air-conditioned
two-bedroom trailer. All electric, shaded lot on private property College boys or married
couple preferred. Call 753-1593.
TFC

REAL ESTATE POR SALE

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

LAKE FRONT and subdivision
lots on Kentucky Lake. BuenaVista Estates, Sherwood Shores,
Fort Leisure Subdivision. See
or Call Ed Greenfield, phone
Sept. 26-C
753-3748.

1961 COMET. Good condition.
Call 753-3685 after 5:00 p. in.
TENC

1964 PLYMOUTH convertiele,
Sports Fury, 383 cubic inch, automatic transmission. Mint con21 ACRE FARM, 2% miles dition. Must sacrifice for $1095.S-13-C
- rn Murray. House has 3 bed- 00. Call 753-3545.
rooms, bath, living room, kitch1963 CHEVY II, 3 seat wagon.
en, family room with large fireAutomatic transmission and raplace and full size basement.
dio. Good condition. Call 753Priced to sell immediately. Call
8-10-P
8229.
collect, 354-6942, Fairdealing.
S-13-P FOR SALE or Trade 1966 Chevrolet pick-up, 6 cylinder, straight
THREE-BEDROOM frame house
shift, short wheel base, stepside
on approximately 1 acre of
bead. Excellent condition. Call
ground. Garage, workshop and
753-1408.
S-16-P
small stock barn. Close to church and grocery. Call 753-1408 1963
CORVAIR
convertible,
S-16-P gray. Phone 753-5964.
5-12-P
BUILDING LOTS, southwe
Murray, all sizes, with curb and
gutter, water and sewer, priced
from $2800.00 and up. No
payment and
small monthly
payments. We also have nice
building lots at Panorama
Shores. Priced from $55000 to
$6,000.00.
ONE four bedroom brick, central heat and air, two large
bath rooms, full size basement.
on two acres of land, price
$18,500.00.
ONE three bedroom house and
one two bedroom house on two
acres of land five miles from
Murray, reduced from $12,500.00
to $9,500.00.
THREE new three bedroom
brick homes in Plainview Acres
Subdivision with central heat
and air, priced from $14,275.00
to $15,750.00. Immediate possession.
FOR ANY of your real estate
needs, call FREEMAN JOHNSON 753-2731.
8-12-C

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RAVE

ble

1966 FORD Club Wagon Bus,
$1200.00 Bailey Road, Route 2.
8-16-C
Phone 753-8840
Space Report
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif
(UPI)-The National Aeronautics and Space Administration reports that animal cells
are less affected by weightlessness than are plant cells.

Wanted

elo

Boy to deliver
papers in
Murray
at
Ledger & Times

LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
sewing machine. Monograms, FURNISHED air-conditioned abuttonholes, fancy designs. As-; partment for 3 or 4 young men.
wine balance of $56.00 or $5.50 Phone 753-8474.
S-10-C
per month. Call 753-68b8.
FURNISHED HOUSE, one block
S-13-C from college campus. Boys on•
APPLY
1510, FOOT BOAT, 35 HP Evie.ily. Call 753-3895 or 753-3482.
HE HAD 14 PIECES -This youngster is the last to finish at a
rude motor and trailer. All in
S- 12-C
watermelon feast at the Dubuque, Iowa, Boys Club. He ate
excellent condition. Phone 75314 pieces. No one knows how many the others had
TRAILER,
couple
preferred,
on
ltEmass
3.578.
8-14-P
large private lot, vi-rnile fr.,m
%
pus. Call 753-6887.
AUCTION SAUI
S-10-P
RUGS a sight7 Company coming? Clean them right with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer TWO-BEDROOM brick duplex, FOR SALE AT AUCTION: Satair-conditioned, dish
washer. urday, September 14th. 1 Rem$1. Tidwell's Paint Store. S-14-C:
Big yard. $90.00 per month. ington 20 gauge autorn7'ic sh
S-10-C gun, 3 eltcric fans, 1 Phlico reFLUFFY soft and bright as new. Call 753-8858frigerator, 2 small ele_tric heat- 131 ANL I S
*That's what cleaning rugs will
GREAT!
do when you use Blue Luetre! FURNISHED HOUSE for boys. ers, 2 small radiis, 2 poC.:27le
Rent electric shampooer $1. 408 No. 7th. Call 753-3827 after electric heaters, 1 ele:tric will
4:00 p. m. Weekdays.
S-14-C heater, 2 electric h:t plates, 1
oi<Aq ?
Western Auto Store.
S-14-C
Cory
electric
coffee
brewer,
4
WELL kept carpets show the ROOMS FOR BOYS, private en- bath room gas heiteis, 3 nt
air-conditioned, near
results of regular Blue Lustre trance,
University. Call 753-4828. S-16-P transformers, 6 mlgazine rrets,
spot cleaning. Rent electric
5 mirrors, 1 lot of hi use gutter
shampooer $1. Big K.
S-14-C OFFICE SPACE upetairs, pver and fittings, 1 metal tool box
Ben Franklin Building. 1 to 3 with tools. 1 rural mail box, 2
BOYS ENGLISH racer bicycle.
rooms available. $15.00 per smoking stands, 2 cross-cut saws,
$15.00 Call 753-5402 evenings
month per room Phone 753- 2 divan suites, 40 glass building
brick size 8 inches by 8 inches
GE Refrigerator Five years old, 1204 or see James C. Hart.
S-12-C by 4 inches, 1 small gas outperfect condition. Call 753-6415
board motor. new. 1 set of kitS-12-Ci
3-room upstairs apartment. fur- chen cabinets
including wall
GOOD USED Sylvania TV. nished. Couples or girls $50.00. cabinets, 1 small electric drill,
$15.00. Call 753-8991.
S-12-C 401 So. 13th St. Call 753-5845.
3 electric cook ranges, 1 set of
S-16-C steel barn door
tracks comPIANO. Couch and chair. Call
plete. 1 Motorola television, 1
753-8399.
S-16-C EXTRA nice apartment for college girls. Air-conditioned, car- lot of electric wire, 2 bench
71,2 HP JOHNSON motor. $75.00. pets. Two blocks of campus. Call grinders, 1 lot of paint, 1 alumGood condition. One 220 elec- 753-6429 or 492-8793.
S-16-C inum extension ladder, 2 new
GET AWAY WITH THAT-aluminum storm doors. 1 set of
Ptric heater, $25.00. Call 753
S-12-P TWO-BEDROOM modern furn- ladder jacks, 1 National cash
8324.
YOU'LL SCARE THE
ished cottage on Kentucky Lake. register, florescent lights, 2
FISH AwAy
EXTRA NICE one year old Ze- Electric heat. Married adults dressers, 1 chest of drawers,
nith 21" portable TV. Call 753- only $115.00 per month. Call several beds, springs and matS-12-P 753-3536.
2730 after 500 p m
S-12-C tresses. some quits.
rugs, kitchen items, several used
'59 BMW 600-CC cycle. Will THREE-BEDROOM, double galavatories, kitchen sinks, some
or
753-1322
see
air-consacrifice. Phone
rage, electric heat and
new Large lavatories, 1 Fasco
at 204 N. 14th Street. S-12-P ditioning, completely furnished,
range hood. like new, tables
with new automatic washer and
CARD AND GAME table, seats dryer, deep freeze, $11000 per chairs end tables, lots and lots
of items dishes and etc. to nuAA. New desk and like new baby month.
S-16-C TWO-BEDROOM brick. unfin- merous to mention. You will
wbed. Call 435-4221.
see things at this sale thats
CHILDRENS Clothing, coats. ished, with large den and kitch- unbelievable
Location from
Panoroom.
at
slacks, sweaters. skirts and en, large living
ao-a•la6s;....ansaaa
Murray: Out Mayfield Highe iv
dresses, sizes 7 and 8. Call 753- rama Shores, $90.00 per month. 121 turn left second road, mark- Jae"
5899 or see at 824 No. 19th. Call Free Jotuison 753-2731.
ers at turn off. Terry Shoemakisse 5,
S-12-C
S-12-C
er, Auctioneer for Lowell King,
sale begins 11 a. m.
S-12-C
LOST Ss FOUND
-NOTICE

1
•61*r
-2612
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Lugs

SIOBILE MOVERS, Cust im MoS)Ile Home Moving, any place in
nited States All trips fully
.nsured Call 53-8175 or 7534707.

PAM ROBINSON is now at Dot's
S-11-C
Beauty Shop.
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Abbie 'N Slats

ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser%ice, Box 213 Murray. Ky., C.
M. Sanders Phone 382-3176.
Oct.-12-C
Lynnville, Ky.
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For Rem
NICE APARTMINTS
For
Girls & $oya
Phone
753-5116.5 or 7.53-3106
H-ITC
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Wanted MURRAY HOSPITAL taking apSPACE
STORAGE
Need large room to store furn- plications for male operating
S 10-C room housekeeper Apply at
iture Call 489 3481
nurses office.
8-12-C
X

WANTED
Boy to earn up to9.00 per
week, after school.
Excellent paper route now open
at the

LEDGER & TIMIS

by R. Van Buren

HELP WANTED

LOST-Nine weeks old white
and black puppy, strayed from
home at 11th and Vine Street. LADY TO STAY in home with
If found call 753-5018.
S-12-C lady recuperating from surgery. I SAY BRETA WALKER RATES A
Light house work. Phone 753- BREAK. DO WE GIVE a TO HER? OR
LOST: Hand tricks with no 6030 after 3:00 p. in, TENC DO WE RUN HER OUT OF TQWN
BECAUSE OF MISTAKES
straps, on Saturday at the cornHER FATHER.
er of the Cherry Corner Road PART TIME baby sitter for 5
MADE
and Hwy 121 Sc. Phone 753- year old girl in our home. Need
5783 days, or 436-2283 evenings references. Call 753-7430 be
and 4:00 p. m
S-12-C tween
S-11-C
LOST: One pair of prescription
WANTED:
Electronic Technic
sun glasses and one turquoise
umbrella Reward. Phone 753 ian with commercial two-way ra
S-12-C din experience. Contact Contact
2615
Durall-Grisham Comm Co., Ma
rion, Ill. Call 618-993-5813:
WANTED TO RENT
S-12-P

TANKWAGON DRIVER-Need
sorne experience driving truck,
familiar with county, year
around'job, good opportunity
for right man, must be over 21
years of age. Contact Paul
Dailey Jr., Standard Oil Bulk
Plant, Phone 753-2432. S-16-C
SERVICES OFFERER

YOU'VE MADE THE
POINT KIT. WHAT'LL

WE

GOT TO

HUNT UM

SAFE
OUTSIDE-

FOOD
WITHOUT
LEAVING
CELLAR

BV GIVING HER BUSINESS
-I MEAN SHE'S HERE TO SOLVE
PROBLeM6. O.K., WE
GIVE HER PROBLEMS
TO SOLVE
DIG!

'LAPP'

Lir Abner

ME HUNGR`i BUT NOT

ANN
E511 ME IS
INDIANS NOT MUCH
AROUND OF AN
' HERE? INDIAN
CLIENTELE

-7

by Al Capp

(-Wore irS/A/K UM /N

OW EivouGH To
AltA42 UM BACI(11-)
r

j

FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING
FREE estimates. Call 7534123
Sept.-23-NC
or 435-4651.
HAY BALING Call 437-6415 at
TFC
ter 7:00 p. m.
WILL DO IRONING in my home'
S-11-C
Call 75A-6008.

P"Ila

ACROSS
3-Conjunction
4-Parcel of land
1-Cure
5-Chow. part
5-Prepare for
6 Beguile
print
7.Pnrpoeftion
9-Hurried
&Make lace
12-In addition
9-Clerical collar
13-Girt's name
10-Symbol for
14-Mature
of
15-Pronoun
I 1 -Compass point
16-Labor
17-13ont
Is-Vat
19-Above
20-Parent
21-Sandarac tree
(c0amt)
23-Short sleep
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Fredonia Man
Drowns Near
Barkley Dam
FREDONIA, Ky.. Sept. 9—
Thomas Austio Patton, 47-yearold farmer Of Fredonia, Rt. 4,
drowned in the Cumberland
River this afternoon while fiatsing with two other men below
Barkley Dam
Lyon County Coroner Eugene
Denny, who is also a member
of the county's rescue squad,
said Patton fell into the river
when he apparently slipped on a
retaining wall some 60 feet below the dam
The body was recovered
about 3:20 p.m., two hours later,
from about 55 feet of water, 30
feet from the shpre.
Mr_ Patton leaves his wife,
Mrs. Dorothy Patton: three
daughters. Mrs. Brenda Duncan,
Fredonia Rt. 3, Mrs. Sandy
Green, Dycusburg, and Mrs.
Bonnie Belt, Fredonia Rt. 4; a
son. Bobby Neil Patton, Fredonia Rt. 4; and two sisters.
The body was taken to Dunn
Funeral Home, Eddyville, and
later removed to Boyd Funeral
Home in Salem

Market Report
RRST SINCE 1840 A new steeple weighing 2.500 pounds is
placed atop Old North First Congregational Church on
Nantucket-Island,
NAnt..
,
km,
Built in 1834. the church has been without a steeple since
1840, when the original steeple was removed after it Was
weakened by storms

lack 'N' Egg Roll
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI)—Disc
Jockeys in the Twin Cit.im area
have thousands of fans who
do nothing but lay all day and
listen to everything that comes
out of the radio.
These fans are the hens at
the Elk Ftiver research farm of
Cargill. Inc.'s Nutrena Feeds
division, where each laying
house is on an intercom system
that pipes in whatever happens
to be on the airwaves
Scientists say this has proved to be a reliable tranquilizer
for the high-strung birds The
result better egg production.

Vocation Note
ARILLAC, Prance 1UPD—
Jean Beco arid $7.100 disappeared from his employer's office. Police tracked him to Lake
St. Etienne in southern Prance.
He was minus almost all the
money.
"It was the best vacation
I've ever had." said !Seco.
San Angelo. Tex.. is the nation's lareest market for sheep
and wool.
Eli Terry produced America's
first machine-made clocks in
Plymouth. Conn. in 1808

Federal State Market News Service 3-10-68 Kentucky Purchase
Area Hog Market Report ineludes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 683 Head, Barrows and
Gilts, Fully 25e Lower; S o w s,
Steady to 50t Lower
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $l9.75-20.,
Few 1 & 2 $20.50;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $19.00-19.75;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $18.50-19.00;
US 34 250-280 lbs $18.00-18.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $16.5047.50;
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $15.7106_50;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs $15.00-16.00.
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SOUTH VIETNAM LAUNDROMAT During a brief pause while on patrol near My Than.
about a mile north of Dong Tam, South Vietnam, an unidentified GI gives his socks a
quick wash, wrings them out and puts them back on immediately.
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He Said It,
Not the Boys
ST. LOUIS 11.1PI — Geoff
Smith, on vacation, sent back
a picture postcard to his colleagues at the office. Smith
wrote: "Anyone who drives
5.000 miles is an idiot."
The card was signed "Idiot
Smith is news director
Smith.Rickshaws Rapped
Newhouse televiMANILA , UPI —The Calesa at the S. I
station KTVI
horse drawn carriage) Drivers sion
Association in Ilo City on
Panay Island has asked the
More than one-fourth of the
municipal board to ban motor- thin] energy consumed in the
ized rickshaws from the streets United States comes from
because -they are three-wheel- Texas oil and gas wells
ed hazards."
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No Connection
COLLINSVILLE, Ill. (UPI)
—Herschel Gray reported to
police that his money changer
was stolen from his automobile. Police recovered the money changer for Gray. It was
found on the window sill of the
Methodist church in town.
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The birthstone for the month
of November is the topaz.
• ,•
Texas has 19 U.S. Air Force
bases.
• • •
The nation's largest open-pit
copper mine Is in Utah.
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Hong Kong's Odd "Shoestring" Buildings New Hair on Old Heads
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Before and after photos of a man who
underwent "hair-weaving" process
By MARJORY M. FISHER
Written Eapenally for Centrni Press and Thi.• Newapnper
GLAMORIZING the male by invisibly adding hair to balding
heads has become big business in mid-Manhattan. The process is
What looks lik• a jumble of tooffosicks in the background will become a temporary Hong Kong theater. known as "hair-weaving-----a procedure that has been taught and
practiced in Harlem by and for Negro women for about seven
There is a tremendous demand quently put to work again and years.
By STEVE LISSY
for
these
survivals
from
another
Central
again
Written Especially for
with no wastage. _
_Originally usted to aid women whose hair had been ruined by
arehtlectural era in this Crown
Press and This Newspaper
Most of the raw materials - 'straightening treatments, it became popular with hospital nurses
Colony
of
nearly
4
million
which
THEY'RE STILL BUILDING
notably the bamboo, pine and who told their patients about it so news of the system began to
buildings out of string in Hong is situated 90 miles south of rattan —are imported by the penetrate Caucasian circles.
Canton,
China.
Kong, after hundreds of years.
' more than 20 contractors enAbout three years ago, some innovators developed the system
Convention and concert halls,
It is quite natural that string gaged in this ages-old building for men. By advertising to -make toupees obsolete," one Harlem .
homes, and temporary build- play such a vital role in Hong technique
salon i Diane's) lured enough Caucasian males to 125th Street to
ings of all kinds are being con- Kong --even in construction
However, it is the method of encourage her to open a Madison Avenue solon for men only.
structed without recourse to for the city's spinning mills pro- building which makes this
Most recently, Hairever, Inc. came into being "to make men
unnail, screw, nut or bolt any- duce some of the finest textiles usual construction method beautiful," according to
Henry where in their fabric. Many are * the world. Then, too, in the unique. The pokes, both bamboo Pinkwater who got
the idea- any of several different "cute."
more than 50 feet high and cover City of Hong Kong. a vacant, lot 'and pine ares,ilasihed together when he
saw a friend with a The one exception is any
as much as 38,000 square feet, IS often found between concrete with strips of rattan in simple new head of
hair, after having straight back or pompadour eferected according to architeet-- skyscrapers, or that there is a knots taking only minutes -to worn toupees
for many years. feet unless there is enough' of
ural principles which have sur- tremendous demand for tempor- taecure . . yet these elementary
The change was such a start- the customer's own hair grow---,v4ved with- no change for cent ary ."mataltede." as they are techniques withstand high winds ling
improvement that Pinkfront to cover It.
tunes.
called.
and rains of almost typhoon In- water lost no time istinterest- _lig in
• • •
Their materials are bamboo,
Some are capable of accom- tensity
ing his associate in a wholesale
odating audiences of thotmands
• - -•-easne,T--strings pine' and rat
ttoriery -'-e-6 re 0.E-tf
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and occasionally, as if to make of persons
Frankel in venturing to bring
MANY
buildings
have
sura concession to the 20th c
Occasionally they mushroom
the
Harlem
profession
to mid- brushed
vived, with only minor damage,
along with
ar
hatr
th shgedainnd combed
tory, they also include sheets of up to house -it visiting performsome of the Worst storms ever town Caucasians in a very
without ffear
growing
corrugated iron for roofing.
ance by an itinerant show-busi- to
ireita.nk
salon.
hit Hong Kong Indeed, the
of detaching- it.
These -shoestring- construc- ness group, and the buildings bamboo scaffolding encasing the
• • •
As the natural -hair grows
tion Jobs are 'ideally suited to will vanish almost as suddenly majority of the city's newest
BALD spots usually start at out, the weaving job must be
as
appeared
on
the
they
Hong
temporfor
a
requirements
the
skyscrapers are assembled in the crown of the head. Conse- tightened to keep it close to the
ary concert hail fie exhibition Kong scene
the name manner as they. too, quently there is enough hair head. I Every two to three
•
•
•
to
enough
strong
site. They are
have enjoyed a remarkable safe- left at the 'Sides to which a months.) About every year and
and
the
-force
winds,
resist gale
FUNCTIONS of the buildings ty record. •
thread may be attached. The a half, thin places may need
more:
for
stand
structures can
are as numerous as their styles
One of the largest matisheds operator picks tip those avail- replacements
needing
without
than a year
are varied. They may provide ever built in the Crown Colony able strands and weaves them
Hair-weave jobs are cheaper
even minor repairs. Quickly Shelters for builders engaged on is, at this Writing,
around strands of nylon thread than good toupees, but more
serving
as
in
a
dismantled
erected and
more.• permanent conatruction a massive umbrella protecting to form foundation seams that expensive than women's wigs • matter of days gives added work nearby They may house workers laying the
foundation,' look like tiny braids rwnning and cooler than either The
construc• value to a method of
;in exhibition, display or a show. for a new. TV studio complex. from side to side across the prices vary according to the
tion which dates back through They may be used to enclose The structure is 197
and
feet long. bald spot. The size of the spot amount of hair required
,t he centuries
i) banquet hosted by a wealthy 157 feet wide and 55 feet high to be covered determines the the salon 4They are cheapest
• • •
merchant They may seat cele- at the ridge-pole of its coma- number of seams
in Harlem.)
Then hair that matches the
THERE are some 1.5010 work- brants attending a religious fen- gated-metal roof.
Although show people were
val.
ti
1 The 'building is situated at customer's is woven through the first to adopt the procedure,
ers in Hong Kong sufficiently
Whatever their function, the • the foot of the Nine Dragona threads to become a fringe of men from all walks of life are
espenenced to work on the lin'usual structures, and the art buildings are rarely used or Hills. which overlook Kowloon, hair which is then sewn onto now taking .advantage of it.
of learning the process takes more than ,4 couple of moriths and cost otily $4.025 The shed the battle foundation strips with Returning GI,' who lost hair un• Writ` \-ear), to acquire The at a, time When &mantled, was built in 10 der-. hy 25 men. a special curved needle that der stress of battles are getting
m or ketien clamber with hair- the bombes) AO pine pillars and and it will survive only ii long avoids contact with the scalp.
new hair to please their girl
When the new hair has been friends, wives or empolyers, Mi
•taistang agility over deceptively girders eveni the miles of titling as neecfc-a to complete the pu
are :Ilvaged and stored for ings for the permanent installa- attached. the barber or stylist they say But none will deny
delicate scaffolding scaffolding
tion which will eventually re- as her prefers to he called now the psychic lift they get from
whir h forms the spiredweb-like future use'
The -used parts" are fre- place it.
.
days, can shape and style it in their new image in the mirror
f raniework.
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(Save cabinet spaci,

with a $3.00 purchase of Ashland Gasoline
These Avocado Green mugs ore heat-resistiint, F ire King ware and
designed to fit on top of each other for convenient stacking—save cabinet
space And you'll like their 'Clean good looks on the table, too Use the
mugs for coffee, tea, hot chocolate or milk
Start stacking up a complete set With every
$3 00 purchase of Ashland Gasoline you get
one modern stacking mug FREE .Just drive in
to any Ashland45Oil service station . displaying
the "FREE MUG- sign
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